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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This report deals with one aspect of the technical research area

involving supersonic aerodynamic decelerators - that of the flow field

interactions between leading bodies and trailing decelerators.

Deployable aerodynamic decelerators (parachutes, inflatable balloons,

rigid cones, etc.) are required to decelerate and/or stabilize a variety

of aerospace vehicles, payloads and weapons during supersonic flight.

Prediction of the performance characteristics of a vehicle-decelerator

system requires knowledge of the flow field properties surrounding the

two bodies. For calcuJlat,,g decelerator performance, this usually means

estimating the pressures, temperatures, and flow directions in the wake

of the leading body. These prcdertles can be calculated for conventional

supersonic wakes to a.a acceptable deuree of accuracy. However, signif-

icant modification of conventicnal wakes due to the presence of trailing

deceleratcrs invalidates these calculations. Further, the performance

character!stics of most decelerators lmen2rsed In modified wake fields are

generally characterized by low drag coefflclents and oscillatory Insta-

bilities which are not typical of those exhibited In conventional wakes.

Therefore, it becomes Important to understand the flow field Interactions

that take place In such two-body systems and Identify those parameters

that Influence the interactions as a first step toward establishing a

decelerator performance prediction technique applicable to ondified wakes.

That a trailing body can significently alter the wake structure of

a leading body has been recognized for some time. In 1948 Charters and

Turetsky (Reference l) reported that during :he supersonic flight tests

of cones" . . . spark photographs taken with the sabot closer than 5 cal-

ibers show that the wake does not converge, Indicating that the flow

behind the projectile is strongly affected. However, if the separetion

Is greater than 5 calibers, the wake converges normally." Since 1948, a

number of technical documents have been published concerning the various

aspects of wake flow field interactions produced by placing a trailing

NI



body In the wake of a leading body. In fact, Heinrich (Reference 2) has

made a divergent wake behind a cone a requirement for the successful

operation of his Supersonic Guide Surface parachute. However, most of the

the publications are not-primarily concerned with the detailed aspects of

the interaction process. Nevertheless, they will be helpful for identi-

fying influencing parameters and for establishing general relationships

among the parameters.

These publications were reviewed and supplementary wind tunnel tests

were accomplished to help determine the influencing parameters and re-

lationships. As a result of these preliminary investigations it became

apparent that decelerator trailing distance should be treated as a de-

pendent variable and that the more important independent parameters were

Z Reynolds number and trailing body geometry. A large number of shallow

water tow tests were then performed to obtain a detailed description of

the mechanism for the process of wake modification. After determining
that the water table could be used to reasonably approximate the flow
fields observed during wind tunnel tests, a governing mechanism for wake

modification was postulated. This description of the interaction process

was then used to substantiate the trends and relationships indicated in

the literature and found during the wind tunnel tests.

The results presented are valid for models tested at zero angle of

attack and at constant free-stream velocities in the Mach number range

from 1.5 to 6.0. No corrections for, nor postulations concerning, scale

effects are presented. However, use of the results should give a rea-

sonable approximation of the degree of wake modification for a particular

forebody-decelerator combination.

2



SECTION II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND
SUPPLEMENTARY WIND TUNNEL TESTS

I. OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS

a. General and Definitions

A review of technical reports and other publications dealing with
objects in the wakes of leading bodies immersed in supersonic free-
streams was made to identify important parameters influencing wake modi-
fication. Wind tunnel investigations were performed to supplement the
information found in the literature. As noted above, a traiiing sabot
can prevent a convergent wake from forming. The convergent supersonic
wake is considered the conventional high speed wake; that is, the flow
over the rear of the leading body converges toward the body centerline
(expands) and at some distance downstream is compressed forming a trailing
shock wave. Throughout the literature, different terminology and descrip-
tions of the detailed aspects of this type of flow field are used. For
example, the immediate vicinity of the base is called the base flow
region, the separated flow region, the dead air region, the recirculation
region, or the reverse flow region. Some investigators have assumed that
separation only occurs smoothly from the corner of the base of a leading
body (Reference 3) while others report that separation can originate on
the rear face of the base (Reference 4). For the purpose of this report
the nomenclature used in the literature will be altered to conform to
that given in Figure 1 for the conventional high speed wake. Only those
portions of the wake that proved significant to the description of wake
modification are included.

Any decelerator or other object placed In the near wake region will
alter the wake to some extent. The decelerator and its bow shock wave
can Interact with the viscous inner wake, the inviscid outer wake, the
trailing shock wave, and even with the leading body bow shock wave, as
shown in Figure 2a. However, for the purpose of this report, alterations
that take place only in the near wake region will not be considered to

• ,.. • ., ,.• ,..., .. : •, .
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modify the leading body wake. Alterations must have taken place in the

base flow region, as shown in Figure 2b, to be considered a modified wake.

Modification can take the form of nonconvergence of the separated flow,

increase in base pressure, or the location of the wake trailing shock

wave in the base flow region.

r The definition of wake modification !s restricted to the above for

two reasons. First, as long as flow field alterations are limited to the

near wake region or downstream, wake flow field and decelerator perform-

ance prediction techniques such as presented in References 5 and 6 are

valid. Second, performance characteristics of the decelerator are signif-

icantly different when the base flow region Is altered as compared to

when only the near wake region is altered.

References 7 through 10 report the effects of wake flow type on the

performance characteristics of trailing conical type decelerators. In

close proximity to the forebody (wake modified) the decelerator may be

stable but has a very low drag force; at slightly longer trailing dis-

tances (wake still modified) the decelerator is unstable and the drag

force is subject to abrupt changes. At large trailing distances (wake

closed) the drag force Is high and stability is a function only of

geometry limitations.

b. Decelerator Trailing Distance

Early supersonic wind tunnel tests on aerodynamic decelerators showed

that short decelerator trailing distances produced highly modified fore-

body wake fields as expected. Tests in the Mach number range from 1.5

to 6.0 with conical type decelerators and a variety of forebodies are

documented in References 7 through 10. Coats (Reference 7) and Charczenko

(References 8 and 9) reported divergent forebodywake fields at cone

trailing distances less than 4 calibers. Heinrich and Hiess (Reference

10) reported that the wake behind an ogive cylinder did not close until
the trailing cone was located greater than 4 calibers downstream of the

forebody base. References 9, 10, and 11 Indicated divergent forebody

wake fields for spheres trailing at less than 6 calibers. Roberts

!6



(Reference 12) and Sims (Reference 13) reported that convergent forebody

wake flow fields were obtained when model parachutes were placed at

trailing distances greater than 5 calibers. The data from the above
references show the obvious effect of trailing distance on wake modifi-

cation; short trailing distances produce significant base flow field
modifications. However, considering the large variety of test conditions

and model configurations used during these investigations, the range of
decelerator trailing distance where wake modification occur-red was re-

latively small.

In 1964, during supersonic wind tunnel tests performed for the Air
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) at the Arnold Engineering De-

velopment Center (AEDC), highly modified wakes were produced by decel-

erators at trailing distances up to 11 calibers. Bell (Reference 14)
presented schlieren photographs of a balloon type decelerator in the

wake of a cone-cylinder forebody that clearly showed a divergent wake at

a trailing distance of 9 calibers. The free-stream Mach number was 6.0.

References 15 and 16 document the results of tests performed with the

same Hyperflo type parachutes and under essentially the same conditions

as those In Reference 13. This time, divergent wakes were observed with

parachute models as far downstream as 11 calibers In the Mach 4 to 5

range. Further evidence of wake modification at very large trailing

distances was then found In a Technical Note by Slattery et al (Reference

17). A schlieren photograph of a sabot trailing a 25 degree Included
angle cone in normal, zero attitude flight at 5500 fps through 25 mm Hg

of dry air showed a nonconvergent wake at a trailing distance of 10 to 12

calibers.

The modified wakes at large decelerator trailing distances reported

In References 15 and 16 were suspected to be caused by a bleed of air

through the support and out of the forebody base. This possibility and

others were investigated during supplementary wind tunnel tests performed

by the AFFDL and reported by Sims in Reference 16. The results of these

tests indicated that decelerator trailing distances that produce wake

• l7
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modification are influenced by many things and that among these are:

(I) base bleed, (2) support Interferences, (3) Reynolds number, (4) fore-

body and trailing body size and shape, and (5) Mach number. For this

reason it becomes convenient to treat trailing distance as a dependent

variable which is a function of the remaining wake modification influn

encing parameters. This variable will be non-dimensionalized and called

the "critical trailing distance", (X/D)crit. It is defined as that

location of the decelerator (trailing body) in the wake of the forebody

downstream of which there is no modification of the base flow region.

The magnitude of the critical trailing distance is determined from the

ratio of the distance from the forebody base to the reference plane of

the trailing body, X, and the reference diameter of the forebody base,

D. For this report, the following definitions apply unless otherwise

specified: (1) the forebody and trailing body axes of symmetry are

coincident, (2) X is measured along this axis, (3) the bodies are at zero

angle of attack, (4) the forebody reference base diameter is the base

diameter or width, and (5) the reference plane of the trailing body

passes through its leading edge.

ThIs cr!tica trailing distance is not always constant for a given

set of flow conditions and model configurations, but is also dependent

upon the direction of decelerator traverse, if any. That is, the magni-

tude of (X/D)crit depends upon whether the forebody and decelerator are

separated or brought closer together during a test series. References

7, 9, and 11 show an (X/D)cri.t hysteresis behavior with larger or smaller

values of (X/D)crit for downstream or upstream decelerator traverses,

respectively. The range of the hysteresis loop was as large as three

calibers (Reference 11).

2. INFLUENCING PARAMETERS

a. Mach Number

The effect of Mach number on critical trailing distance is not well

defined. Sims (Reference 16) indicated that (X/D)crit Increased with

Increasing Mach number. Coats (Reference 7) gave (X/D)crit values

I8



between 2 and 3 (including the hysteresis loop) for a 45 degree conical

decelerator for all Mach numbers between 1.5 and 6.0. Alexander (Re-

ference 11) showed a slight increase and decrease In (X/D)crit for in-

creasing Mach number for the various balloon type decelerators tested

between Mach 2.00 and 4.65. Charczenko (Reference 9) showed similar

results for cones and spheres tested in the same Mach number range behind

a variety of forebodies. Bell (Reference 14) presented data that showed

a closed forebody wake for balloon type decelerator trailing distances of

6 calibers and greater for Mach numbers of 2, 3, and 5. At Mach 4 the

forebody wake diverged at 6 calibers and converged at the larger sep-

aration distances. At Mach 6 the wake diverged at separation distances

of 9 calibers or less.

Mach number was not the only wind tunnel flow, parameter varied in the

above references and no data was found to isolate the effect. Therefore,

although Mach number appears to be an important parameter in the study

of wake modification, no definite relationship between (X/D)crit and

Mach number has been established.

b. Reynolds Number

During the supplementary wind tunnel tests performed by the AFFDL to

Investigate the parameters Influencing wake modification a definite

Reynolds number effect was established. A detailed description of the
test set-up, instrumentation, procedure, and program for these tests can

be found in References 15 and 16. The test set-up allowed for on-line

monitoring of the flow field through the schlleren system. During a test

of a Hyperflo type parachute, at Mach 3.0 and at a trailing distance of

6.2 calibers, a significant flow field change was observed during tunnel
"shut down". To shut down the wind tunnel the total pressure (and hence

Reynolds number) was decreased, holding Mach number and temperature

constant. As Reynolds number decreased, the closed wake started to open$

the trailing shock disappeared, and the parachute bow shock opened across

the centerline. Tunnel shut down was halted and data taken it a Reynolds

number per foot of 4.3 x 105. The wake was highly modified. Reynolds

number was Increased until the wake closed. This occurred at Re equal

9
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to 8.2 x 105 per foot. Reyno-lds number was increased to 8.7 x I05 per

foot and then decreased until a modified wake was observed. Wake modifi-

cation occurred at Re equal to 6.4 x 105 per foot. The changes in the

condition of the wake were abrupt and readily observable on the schlieren

monitor. Figure 3 graphically depicts the wake condition change with

Reynolds number and shows the associated hysteresis. Schlleren photo-

graphs'of the flow fields for the various Reynolds numbers are also

presented. The numbers in the photographs refer to the test point numbers

reported in Reference 16.

The results from these tests showed that at lower Reynolds numbers

the wake could be modified at parachute trailing distances where the wake

was closed at higher Reynolds numbers. It would seem then, that the

critical trailing distance, (X/D)crit, would increase with decreasing

Reynolds number. That this Is an accurate description of the relation-

ship between Re and (X/D)crit Is supported In the literature. Dayman

and Kurtz, In Reference 18, discussed the wind tunnel flight tests of a

sphere drogue behind a 10 degree half angle cone forebody at Mach 4.

They showed that (X/D)crit was greater than 5 calibers for a Reynolds
5

number based on the forebody base diameter, ReD. of 0.85 x 10 . At ReD

of 3.40 x 105, (X/D)crit was less than 5 calibers. Kavanau (Reference

19) measured the base pressure on sting mounted 60 degree apex angle

right circular cones with cylindrical afterbodles 2.00 calibers long.

Forebody diameters were 0.17,,0.30 and 0.60 Inches, and sting to forebody

diameter ratios were 0.177 and 0.233. A 60 degree apex angle disturbance

cone, 0.625 Inches In diameter, served as the trailing body. A summary

of all of ".avanau's data is replotted In Figure 4 as the critical sting
length la calibers versus Reynolds number based on the forebody length.

The critical sting length Is the minimum sting length possible for

obtaining a base pressure within 0.5 percent of that obtained with an

"infinite" sting length. A typical plot of sting length as a function

of base pressure coefficlent at constant Reynolds number Is also Included

In the Figure. The critical sting length Increased significantly with
decreasing Reynolds number in the range of ReL from 0.4 x 105 to 4 x 10.
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The same relationship between Reynolds number and critical trailing

distance was found for two-dimensional bodies. Van ii'e (Reference 20)

showed the variation of mtnimum disturbance length with Reynolds number

for probes in the wake of ogtval forebodies at Mach 2.92. Van Hise's

results, presented in Figure 5, show the increase in critical trailing

distance with decreasing Reynolds number. Critical trailing distance,

again, is that distance downstream of which the base pressure Is not af-

fected by the probe. One probe was so small compared to the forebody

that Van Hise felt that the location of the probe tip at the minimum

disturbance length was the critical point referred to by Crocco and Lees

in Reference 21. According to Crocco and Lees, a singularity in their

basic equations indicated a critical point in the wake flow Which acts

like a throat of a nozzle in determining the base pressure; that Is,

disturbances introduced int_ the wake at positions downstream of the crit-

ical point are not able .o affect base pressure.

Also plotted in Figure 5 is Van Hise's curve for r/D versus ReL, This

ratio was obtained from schlieren photographs from his tests where r was

measured from the forebody base to the point of convergence of the wake
recompression weve into the trailing shock. Van Hise commented that,

because of the good agreement between the r/D values and the minimum
disturbance lengths for the small probes, the location of the convergence
point of the trailing recompression wave is a good indication of the

location of the critical point or wake throat.

Later experimental tests performed by Kavanau in rarefied supersonic

flow (Reference 22) showed an increase In critical trailing distance with

increasing Reynolds number. These tests employed the same models he

used for the tests reported In Reference 19, but were in the range of

ReL from 4 x 102 to 7 x )03 and at Mach numbers of 2.1 and 4.0. His

interpolation of the data for a Mach number of 2.84 Is presented in

Figure 4. Interpretation of all his data indicates that, while (X/D)crit

was strongly Influenced by Reynolds number, the relationship between

(X/D)crit and Re was dependent upon Reynolds number range.

12
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Whitfield (Reference 23) discussed this increase then decrease of

(X/D)crit with increasing Reynolds number, ReL, but he presented strong

arguments that (X/D)crit is a function of both the length and transition

Reynolds numbers at a given Mach number. In other words, in the ReL

range of decreasing (X/D)crit, a reduced length Reynolds number gives a

greater critical sting length for a given relative transition location,

and a greater relative location of transition gives a greater critical

sting length for a given length Reynolds number. Whitfield's tests were

similar to Kavanau's and performed in the Reynolds number range from 10
16to 10 per inch and at Mach numbers of 3.00 and 3.98.

In addition to the influence of transition Reynolds number, Whitfield

and Potter (Reference 24) and Miller (Reference 25) cautioned that crit-

Ical sting length values can be misleading when blunt forebodies are
involved and the results are referenced to a Reynolds number based on

free-stream properties. Both authors obtained better correlation among

all the data when the Reynolds number was based on flow conditions at the
outer edge of the boundary layer imediately ahead of the model base.

In any event, Reynolds number has been shown to be an important

parameter influencing wake modification. The typical variation of crit-
Ical trailing distance with Reynolds number is shown In the sketch below.

(Critical sting length has been found to be relatively Insensitive to
Reynolds number at ReL above 2 x 10 for slender bodies; see, for example,

Reference 26).

p,..

(X/D)crit
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c. Flow Field Interferences

(1) Base Bleed

From the results of the wind tunnel tests reported in Reference 16,

Sims concluded that air flowing through the forebody base into the base

flow region could significantly affect wake modification. The test set-

up for his experiments allowed for the remote positioning of the tra:ling

parachute by means of a cable routed in a sealed channel through the

forobody, a strut, and tunnel wall to externally mounted control hardware.

When the hole in the tunnel wall was not sealed, air could flow through

the cable routing channel into the base flow region. Sims performed

tests with the hole alternately sealed and open to the atmosphere for

comparative evaluations. Highly modified wakes were obtained with a

parachute model at trailing distances of 7, 9, and 11 calibers at Mach

5 with the hole open. The same parachute model under identical tunnel

conditions produced cloged wakes at trailing distances greater than 7

calibers when the hole was sealed.

Additional data on a model decelerator in the wake of a forebody with

and without base bleed were obtained by the AFFDL. These tests were

performed at the conclusion of the tests reported by Myers and Hahn In

Reference 27 and In the same test facility with the same test set-up,

Instrumentation, support system, and forebody (Configuration 2 from

Reference 27). The trailing decelerator was a model Hyperflo type para-

chute (Configuration I from Reference 15). Free-stream tunnel conditions

were as follows: Mach number 2.98,stagnation pressure 3.0 psla, dynamic

pressure 0.52 psla, and stilling chamber temperature 579R. The vacuum

tank housing the externally mounted control hardware was alternately

opened and closed to the atmosphere. Schileren photographs of the re-

sulting flow fields about the parachute at various trailing distances

aft of the forebody are presented In Figure 6. Examination of the photo-

graphs reveals that the forebody wake flow field was modified when the

vacuum tank was opened to the atmosphere. While the modification Is not

as pronounced as that reported by Sims, It can readily be seen that the

wake trailing shock wave was moved away from the centerline and forward

toward the forebody base by the bleed.
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While no other reports could be found documenting tests of a body In

the wake of a leading body with base bleed, It was found that base bleed

by itself could produce significant wake modifications. Bauer (Reference

28) stated that helium injected into the base flow region through the

base of a cone caused the sharp pressure gradient representing the wake

trailing shock wave to disappear for certain sizes and locations of the

injection ports at a free-stream Mach number of 3.0. Cortrlght and
Schroeder (Reference 29) indicated that the strength of the wake trailing

shock wave decreased with base bleed for a cone-cylinder model very

similar to the one Sims used. Examination of the schlieren photographs

of the wake flow fields presented by Cortright and Schroeder shows the

wake trailing shock wave clearly visible behind the model with no bleed.

No trailing shock wave can be seen in the wake of the model with bleed.

Cortright and Schroeder's work helps to explain the more pronounced

wAke modification due to base bleed exhibited during Sims' test as

compared to the AFFDL tests. The AFFDL model had a base exit hole 0.25

inches in diameter giving a ratio of base open to base total area, A0/AB*

of 0.0045. For the model tested by Sims, the base exit hole was 1.5

inches in diameter and Ao/AB was 0.5586. The diameter of the parachute

positioning cable was approximately 0.125 Inches In both tests.

Cortright and Schroeder Indicated that for a fixed bleed-air Intake

geometry, base flow field modification Increased with Increasing open

area of the base.

Cassanto and Hoyt (Reference 30) showed that mass addition Introduced

into the base flow region through the forebody boundary layer can have a

significant effect on the forebody wake. Base pressure data, obtained

from full scale reentry flight tests, was plotted as a function of the

rate of mass addition to the boundary layer due to the ablation of heat

shield material. A near linear relationship between base pressure and

mass addition rate was indicated. The authors also postulated that this

mass addition decreased the flow turning angle over the base and moved

the neck region downstream.
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From the above, It appears that base bleed is an important parameter

affecting wake modification and that (X/C)crit can be Increased by in-

creasing base bleed.

(2) Forebody-Trailing Body Connectors

The effects of suspected flow field interferences other than base

bleed were not as pronounced. Trailing decelerators, when connected to

the forebody by means of a cable oe riser, take on the appearance of a

disturbance cone of a wind tunnel sting mounted forebody. The geometry

of the riser, then, may Influence (X/D)crlt in the same manner as sting

geometry. Kavanau (Reference 22) noted that larger sting diameters gave

slightly larger critical sting lengths. However, Coats' data of critical

trailing distance, axial force, and forebody base pressure (Reference 7)

were the same for a trailing 30 degree cone with and without a riser.

Nerem (Reference 31) postulated that, based on the no-slip condition

at the surface of the riser and the assumption of negligible work due to

riser skin friction, the conventional supersonic wake in the presence of

a decelerator with riser will become modified to one cylindrically shaped

which will not change characteristics In the axial direction. To in-

vestigate this concept some flow field surveys were performed by the

AFFDL. Limited wind tunnel measurements of total pressures in the wake

of a 3.22 inch diameter blunted cone-cylinder-flare (forebody Config-

uration 2, Reference 27) witK and without a simulated riser (1/8 Inch in

diameter) were obtained In the Mach number range from 2 to 5. The results

from these tests were documented by Henke In Reference 32. Virtually no

s difference was Indicated between the measured pressure values for the two

wakes. The centerline of the nearest pressure probe was 0.26 Inches from

the surface of the riser. Ndrem, In a later paper (Reference 33),

cautioned that at the high Reynolds numbers of these tests, the "cylin-

drical wake" may have been limited to a sub-layer region of the riser

boundary layer which was so thin as to be almost unnoticeable experi-

mentally. Further, In the absence of experimental data at low Reynolds

numbers, Nerem felt that his concept of a cylindrical wake of appreciable

diameter was still valid for laminar wakes.

18



In any event, the importance of the presence of connecting risers

cannot be discounted in the consideration of forebody wake modifications

due to trailing decelerators.

Risers are not the only forebody-decelerator connectors. For decel-

erators of the parachute type the parachute suspension lines join the

riser at a confluence point. This juncture usually results in a mass

whose effective thickness is larger than that of the riser and so can be

considered as a disturbing body between the parachute and forebody base.

Sims, in Reference 16, commented that at certain locations the confluence

point could cause pressures to feed forward to the forebody base and

result in wake modification.

The suspension lines themselves constitute a trailing body and,

through their boundary layer, provide a continuous sublayer of subsonic

flow through which downstream disturbances can propagate upstream to the

base flow region. Roberts (Reference 12) reported a slight increase in

(X/D)crit with increasing suspension line length for Taylor type para-

chutes at Mach 1.40 and 2.19.

(3) Model Supports

The interference effects of forebody supports on the flow fields

about a forebody-decelerator system are always of great concern but are

not usually known. Model tests, to obtain drag and stability data for

decelerators, are usually performed In a wind tunnel with the forebody

supported by lateral struts. Such was the case in References 7, 8, 9,

11, 13, 15, 16, 27 and 34. Other test arrangements Include: (I) sting

supports, discussed above; (2) wire supports described in Reference 12;

and (3) wind tunnel free-flight tests described in References 18 and 34.

A number of diagnostic tests were performed for and by the AFFDL to

evaluate the effects of forebody supports on wake modification and

trailing parachute performance. These tests were documented by Sims in

Reference 16. One test objective was to determine If a nonreflected

oblique shock wave originating at the Intersection of the strut leading

19
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edge shock wave with the tunnel wall plate boundary layer was present.

Such a shock wave was found to occur for lateral support struts tested at

Mach 1.9 by Klann and Huff (Reference 35). Based on the results of the

wake pressure survey portion of the diagnostic tests, the presence of

such a nonreflected shock wave was highly suspect. Wake static pressure

values, above those expected, were measured at X/D locations that In-

creased with increasing Mach number. It was also noted that the location

of the experimental wake centerline deviated from the geometrical forebody

wake centerline.

The parachute performance portion of the diagnostic tests Included

tests of a 5 inch diameter Hyperflo type parachute behind a 2 inch base

diameter cone-cylinder-flare-cylinder forebody. This forebody was alter-

nately mounted on two half (tunnel) span struts of different geometry.

All tests were performed at Mach 4 and at a parachute trailing distance

of 7.5 calibers. For one strut the wake was modified at free-stream• 1 06
Reynolds numbers below 1.6 x 10 per foot and was closed at and above

this Reynolds number. For the other strut the wake did not close until
6the Reynolds number was above 2.8 x 10 per foot. The effect of removing

the strut brace rods was Investigated and found negligible.

The AFFDL and AEDC later performed additional wind tunnel experiments

to evaluate the effects of forebody supports on wake modification and

parachute performance. In these tests, documented by Ward and Myers in

Reference 34, 5 Inch diameter Hyperflo type parachutes were inflated in

the wake of a 3.375 inch base diameter spherical nose-cone-cylinder-flare

forebody. This forebody was first mounted on a full span double wedge

strut and then launched for free-flight In the wind tunnel. All tests

were accomplished at Mach 4 and a Reynolds number based on the forebody

Sdiameter of 0.54 x 10 . Figure 7 presents two typical schlleren photo-

graphs obtained from these tests for a 15 percent porosity parachute

trailing the forebody at 5 calibers. Analysis of photographs of these

types revealed no significant flow field differences. However, as re-

ported by Ward and Myers, the parachute drag coefficient values were

lower In the free-flight tests.

20
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a. - Full Span Double Wedge Forebody Support

S~b. - Free-Flight Tests - No Forebody Supports
S~(Photo Re-Touched to Emphasize Shock Waves)

-•Figure 1. Schileren Photographs of the Flow Fields About a IHyperflo
S~Type Parachute With and Without Forebody Supports at H C
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Based on the results from the tests discussed above, the presence of
wind tunnel forebody support struts and strut geometry can influence
forebody wake structure, wake modification, and trailing parachute drag.

d. Forebody Shape

The shape of the forebody has been shown to influence the critical
trailing distance. Heinrich and Hess, in Reference 10, presented schlieren

photographs from wind tunnel tests of a-number of-trailing bodies in the
wakes of a skirted hemisphere and an ogive cylinder at MHo- 4.35. Both
the forebodles were one inch in diameter at the base. All tests were

performed at the same free-stream tunnel conditions. For I and 2 inch
diameter 45 degree half-angle cones trailing the skirted hemisphere, the
critical trailing distance was between 2 and 4 calibers. For the same

cones trailing the QgIve cylinder, the critical trailing distance was
between 4 and 6 calibers. A one inch diameter hollow hemisphere produced
a highly modified wake at 3.73 calibers behind the ogive cylinder. At

the same trailing distance behind the skirted hemisphere the wake was

closed.

Similar results were reported by Dayman and Kurtz in Reference 18.
They performed wind tunnel free-flight tests with a 1.50 inch diameter

"sphere trailing three different one Inch diameter forebodles. The free-
stream Mach number was 4 and the free-stream Reynolds number based on the
forebody diameter was 85,I)00. A critical trailing distance between 5 and
10 calibers was found for a 10 degree half-angle cone forebody, C psO.16.
The critical trailing distance behind a blunt cone, C0s 0.72, was between

3 and 5 calibers. (X/D)crit for the sphere behind an Apollo shape fore-
body, C $9 1.47, was less than 3.75 (X measured from the Apollo shape

maximum diameter).

From these test results it appears that (X/D)crit Increases with
decreasing bluntness (or drag coefficient) of the forebody.
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e. Trailing Body Shape

A reverse of the above trend Is indicated for critical trailing dis-

tance as a function of trailing body shape. That is, (X/D)crit appears

to increase with increasing trailing body bluntness.

Coats (Reference 7) presented drag coefficient data for 30 and 45

degree half-angle cone probes in the wake of a Pershing reentry vehicle

model in the AEDC VKF-A Wind Tunnel Facility. The forebody base diameter

was 3.375 inches and the cone diameters were 2.903 Inches. The data at

a free-stream Mach number of 3 and a Reynolds number based on the fore-

body length of 3.4 x 106 are selected for comparison. Equating the range

of the critical trailing distance to the range of the hysteresis loop for

the sudden and large change In drag coefficient, (X/D)crit for the 30

degree half-angle cone was between 1.8 and 2.4. (X/D)crit for the 45

degree half-angle cone was between 2.0 and 3.0.

Alexander (Reference 11) presented similar data from tests performed

at the NASA Langley Research Center Unitary Plan wind tunnel. He tested

a 75 degree conical balloon and an 80 degree cone in the wake of a hem-

ispherical nose-cylinder. The ratio of trailing body diameter to fore-

body diameter was 2.92 for both trailing bodies. At Mach 2.87, the

critical trai~lng distance was between 0.8 and 2.8 calibers for the 75

degree conical balloon and between 3.5 and 4.5 calibers for the 80 degree

cone. At Mach 2.5,(X/D)crit was between 1.5 and 2.5 for the conical

balloon and between 4.5 and 5.5 for the 80 degree cone.

Both references showed larger critical trailing distances for the
blunter trailing bodies and Indicated a significant Influence of trailing

body shape on (X/D)crit.

f. Trailing Body Size

Intuitively, critical trailing distance should Increase with in-

creasing size of a decelerator. That this is the case Is supported in

the literature.
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Sims (Reference 16) showed that at free-stream Mach numbers of 5 and

5.5, an 8.2 Inch diameter parachute modified the wake of a blunted cone-

cylinder-flare forebody at a trailing distance of 6 calibers. The wake

was closed for 5.0 and 6.8 inch diameter parachutes at the same trailing

distance and Mach numbers.

Charczenko (Reference 9) presented drag coefficient data that Indicated

an Increase in (X/D)crit with an increase in trailing body size at Mach

numbers above 3. He tested 4, 6, and 8 inch diameter spheres In the wake

of a 5.5 inch base diameter cone-cylinder-flare forebody.

Van Hise (Reference 20) reported an Increase in minimum disturbance

lengtth of from 0.5 to 3.0 calibers (depending on Reynolds number) due to

Increasing the ratio of trailing body to forebody width from 0.6 to 2.0.

His tests involved wedge tipped disturbance probes placed in the wakes of

two-dimensional ogives. The free-stream Mach number was 2.92.

Pitot probes placed in the wake of a cone-cylinder magnetically sus-

pended in a wind tunnel produced similar effects. Mirande (Reference 36)

showed that the drag of the cone-cylinder was unaffected when probe

"trailing distances were greater than 2.1 calibers for d/D - 0.08 and tur-

bulent flow. (d/D Is the ratio of probe diameter to cone-cylinder di-

ameter.) For probe diameters giving d/D a 0.671 the cone-cylinder drag

coefficient was affected at probe trailing distances less than 3.2 calibers

for turbulent flow. The free stream Mach number was 2.4.

Karpov at *I (Reference 37) presented a theoretical analysis of the

separated flow region between a leading conical body and a trailing

spherical body that accurately predicted the relationship between (X/D)

crit and trailing body size. For example, at Kach 2 they predicted values

of (X/D)crit of 2.0, 3.0, and 4.1 for d/ID ratios of 0.6, 1.0, and 1.4

respectively. (d/D is the ratio of trailing body diameter to leading

body diameter.) Their theoretical (X/D)crlt values were reported to be

within 10 percent of experimental values obtained during "bleedings in a
wind tunnel".
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Based on the above test results, (X/D)crit has been shown to increase

with Increasing trailing body size.

g. Trailing Body Porosity

There are Indications that the critical trailing distance is influ-

enced by the porosity of the trailing body. Roberts (Reference 12) per-

formed wind tunnel tests on Taylor type parachute shapes at various

trailing distances behind a sharp cone-cylinder forebody. Two parachute

models were used; one a solid model and the other perforated so that

approximately 30 percent of the parachute surface area was removed. At

Mach numbers of 1.40 and 2.19, (X/D)crit was decreased by 0.5 caliber by

Increasing the parachute porosity from 0 to 30 percent.

The results from these tests Indicated that (X/D)crit decreased with

an Increase In trailing body porosity.

3. INDICATED TRENDS AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

A review of the literature and supplementary wind tunnel tests Iden-

tified the Important parameters' Influencing wake modification and sug-

gested the use of critical trailing distance as a dependent parameter.

The critical trailing distance was shown to Increase with (1) in-

creasing base bleed, (2) Increasing trailing body size and bluntness,

(3) decreasing trailing body porosity, (4) decreasing forebody bluntness,

and (5) the addition of forebody supports and forebody-decelerator con-

nectors.

Flow field Interferences such as forebody-tralling body connectors

and model supports were also shown to Influence forebody wake structure

and trailing :-arachute drag.

No definite relationship between Mach number and (X/D)crit was

establi shed.
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Reynolds number significantly affected the critical trailing distance.
(X/D)crit was shown to first Increase, then decrease, and finally level
off as Reynolds number increased over three orders of magnitude.
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SECTION III

SHALLOW WATER TOW TABLE
TEST PROGRAM

1. TEST OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH

The objective of the shallow water tow table test program was to

study the detailed flow field interactions between a leading and trailing

body in order to establish a description of the mechanism for the process

of wake modification.

The usefulness of studying compressible gas flow phenomena on a

shallow water table has been recognized for some time. An analogy exists

between the flow of shallow water with a free surface In a gravity field

and the two-dimensional flow of a compressible gas. This "gas-hydraulic"

analogy was postulated as early as 1911 by Isaachsen (Reference 38).

Since that time the mathematical basis of the analogy has been presented

and comprehensive theoretical and experimental studies have demonstrated

its applicability to the study of compressible gas flow. (See for ex-

amples References 39, 40, and 41.)

The approach undertaken to meet the objective consisted of the

following:

(1) The performance of preliminary tests to establish the applica-

bility of the gas-hydraulic analogy to the study of wake modification.

(2) The performance of a large number of tests to evaluate the

Influence on wake modification of most of those parameters Identified

from the review of the literature and supplementary wind tunnel tests;

Section II.

(3) A detailed study of certain tests to aid in the description of

the governing mechanism for wake modification.

(4) A comparison of the postulated mechanism with the trends and

relationships indicated in the literature and found during the wind

tunnel and water table tests.
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2. THEORY OF THE GAS-HYDRAULIC ANALOGY

The derivation of the gas-hydraulic analogy has been presented by

many authors, including Preiswerk In Reference 39. Basically, it consists

of writing the equations for the steady flow of shallow, inviscid, in-

compressible, nonheat conducting water with a free surface where the
pressure on the free surface is constant, the pressure distribution forces

are hydrostatic, and surface tension forces are negligible. The basic

equations are continuity, momentum, aaid energy. The similarity between

the basic equations for shallow water flow and the basic equations for

the continuous flow of an inviscid nonhetat conducting gas along a

streamline forms the basis of the analogy. As with compressible gas flow,

two useful variables are defined for shallow water flow:

(1) The speed of an elementary surface wave

Sand()
"C a

(2) Froude number,

v (2)M M
C

When these variables are introduced into the basic equations, useful

dimensionless ratios can be derived - such as the total to static

depth ratio:

(3)
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it is noted that Equation (3) is similar to the total to static density

ratio for gas flow, Equation 45 - Reference 42. That is:

(4)

PtP=I+. M
2

In fact Equations 3 and 4 are identical when y e 2, and the density

and Mach number are replaced by the depth and Froude number, respectively.

The similarity between these two equations leads to the often documented,

but incorrect, conclusion that the !low of shallow water with a free

surface is analogous to, and/or only valid for, a " y - 2 gas".

Now, when a body is towed through shallow water or water flows past

a stationary body such that the relative velocity between the body and

the water exceeds the speed of an elementary surface wave, the Froude

number is greater than 1. The flow is called "shooting" and is analogous

to supersonic flow in gas-dynamics. (Subsonic git flow is analogous to

"streaming" water flow.) A wave in the water forms ahead of the body,

raising the level of the water downstream of the wave. The phenomenon is

simli -r tw the density rise across a shock wave In supersonic gas flow.

When the water flow turns away from the oncoming stream, the water level

drofs n a manner analogous to the density drop In expanding supersonic

flow. Downstream of the body another wave is formed and the water depth

rises again. This is analogous to the recompression or wake trailing

siock wave and density jump In supersonic flow.

The basic equations and many useful dimensionless ratios for shooting

flow with normal and oblique water waves (hydraulic jumps) and expansions

are consolidated In Reference 43. Tables and charts similar to those In

NACA-TR-1135 (Reference 42) are also presented. Selected ratios from

References 43 and 42 are presented below to show the similarity between

shallow water flow and gas flow.
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Depth increase across a normal hydraulic jump:

Density increase across a normal shock wave:

P1  (yIM~ +2 6

Depth increase across an oblique hydraulic jump:

d2  ~

Density Increase across an oblique shock wave:

rF (y~gMgj $in' 0+2(8

Angle of flow deflection across an oblique hydraulic jump:

ton (9)

Angle of flow deflection across an oblique shock wave;

tonS *(10)
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Prandtl - Meyer angle for shooting flow:

Prandtl - Meyer angle for supersonic flow:

L. • (12)

Y41

From the above equations, one can readily see the similarity between

Mach and Froude number, density and depth, jump and shock angle, db-

flection angles, Mach and Froude angles, and the Prandtl - Meyer angles.

(However, only the Prandtl - Meyer angle equations are identical when

y- 2.) This discussion should serve as a review of the analogy that

exists between the two types of flows but it must be remembered that

analogy means "partial resemblance". The degree of agreement between gas

flow and shallow water flow depends on many things and probably most

Important is the nature of the particular flow phenomena being studied.

The validity of the analogy should be established for each test program.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST FACILITY

All shallow water tow tests were performed on the AFFDL Shallow Water

Tow Table at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. This facility is

part of the AFFDL Decelerator Research Laboratory and is listed in the

Air Force Technical Facility Capability Key (Reference 44).

The tow table is 45 feet long x 5 feet wide x 3 feet high and has a

usable length of run for testing purposes of 38 feet. The supporting

structure consists of welded structural steel. The 38 legs supporting

the table are adjustable, allowing the table to be leveled to + 1/8 inch.

The floor of the table consists of four pieces of high grade mirror
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finish plate glass. Each Is 4 feet wide x 1/2 inch thick, with the sur-

face flatness of the glass accurate to within + 0.001 inch. The glass is

supported by 185 adjustable Jack pads used for fine adjustments in

leveling its surface. The glass to glass, and glass to metal joints are

provided with a flexible waterproof seal.

A moving carriage, made of lightweight metal, provides for the

mounting of the models, cameras, and lights. It is supported by six

nylon wheels which ride on two rails, one flat and one V-groove, to reduce

lateral motion of the carriage. The velocity of travel of the carriage

is maintained and controlled by a variable speed-reversible-l/4 horsepower

electric motor through a continuous cable-pulley arrangement. Limit

switches and stops are provided.

A relay rack mounted sequence event programmer provides for the remote

operation of all events and enables programming of events for automatic

operation. A stereophotogrammetric data acquisition and reduction system

for water depth measurements is part of the test facility.

Flow uniformity for this facillty is only a function of the water

depth distribution and tow carriage velocity constancy. 'Jniformity of

the carriage velocity Is presented In Section III, 6. The static water

depth distribution was obtained using a micrometer depth gage; see

Section III, 5. Nonuniformity in the depth within the table consists

of departures from the nominal value. Spaiiwise depth measurements showed

maximum deviations of + 0.005 inch from the table centerline depth values

for all longitudinal stations. Each stiý..on Is 30 inches long.
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With a centerline depth at the nominal value at the center of Station 11,

the maximum longitudinal centerline depth deviations were as follows:

Station (s) Depth Deviations, inch

2 -0.006

3 +0.006

4 +0.012

5 +0.016

6 +0.020

7 - 12 +0.004

13 +0.014

14 +0.018

15 +0.024

16 +0.026

17 -0.008

18 -0.016

The fluid medium for all tests was commercially obtained distilled

water. Photographs of the shallow water tow table facility are presented

in Figure 8.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST MODELS

A listing and general description of the models used for the shallow

water tow test program are presented In Table I and Figure 9. All models

were made from acrylic plastic and, with the exception of the simulated

parachute models, were cut from 2 Inch thick "PLEXIGLAS" sheets. After

polishing and drilling and tapping mounting holes, a 1/8 inch thich felt

covering was glued to the bottom surface. The simulated parachute models

were formed from 1/16 Inch thick acrylic plastic sheets.

Certain models were used In combinations to form desired configu-

rations. Photographs of selected models are presented in Figure 10.
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TABLE I

TEST MODELS

Classification Design Variablesa

Sharp Wedge
6=60; D-2; d-2,3,4#516 and 8
6=45; D-2; d=2,3,4,5.6 and 8

6-5;D2ad30; ]D=2; d-2?3,4,5,6 and 8
6-10; D-2

D or d 6-7.5; D-2

6=3; ID-1

Blunted Wedge

15'R-1, 3 ad3
R W- _9nd

Flare

6=5# 15 and 25

2 1 Dm2.35, 3.07, 3.87

:2 sIul

Ogive Plate -I-

T4 R-2 and 8

a Linear dimensioas in inches; angles in degrees
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TABLE I

TEST MODELS (CONT'D)

Classification Design Variables a

Balloon Type d=2,3,4,5.6 and 8; R-0.108d

"Coordinates

x/d v/d x/d
0.203 O.-'f 0 .WY 0
0.338 0.149 1.144 0.500
0.473 0.269 1.144 0.389
0.609 0.440 1.211 0.328
0.754 0.487 1.278 0.000

Simulated Parachute

d d-2,3,4,5,6 and 8

½d

Circular Cylinder

Dw2; d-1,2,3,4,5,6 and 8
DORd

Plate
Lul, 4 and 8

TF d-1,2,3,4,5,6 and 8
n

aLinear dLmensions in inchesl angles in degrees
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Figure 10. Photograph of Selected Test Models

Figure I]. Slotted Acrylic Plastic Mounting Sheet for Test Models

, .
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All models were attached to slotted acrylic piastic v' •ets similar to

the one shown in Figure ]I. The mounting sheet was positioned to allow

the model to ride on the table floor under Its own weight. The parachute

models were fastened with a wing nut and bolt and the other models were

fastened with a screw threaded into the model mounting hole.

5. TEST INSTRUMENTATION

Carriage velocities were determined by d!fferentiation of carriage

displacement-time functions derived from the recordings of discrete

pulses by a Honeywell 1508 Visicorder direct print oscillograph. The re-

corded pulses were analog voltages generated as a result of Intermittent

closures of a circuit loop consisting of a d-c power source, a contact

strip, a wiper, a current-limiting potentiometer and a galvanometer. The

contact strip was fabricated from phenol ic bar stock with Inlaid contacts

. spaced 2 inches apart and internally connected. The wiper was spring

loaded and mounted to the carriage. As the carriage moved, circuit

closure was accomplished as the wiper moved over an Inlaid contact re-

suiting In a pulse recorded by the oscillograph. The distarce between

pulses, then, represented 2 Inches of carriage displacement. To determine

carriage velocity, timing lines recorded by the oscillograph and generated

from an Internal timer were utilized. A Gerber Scientific Instrument Co.

10 Inch Variable Scale was used to chetk the uniformity of pulse distance

and to determine the nuraber of pulses per second.

Water depth measurements were made using the table mounted Lufkin

Rule Co. Micrometer Depth Gage shown below.
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B3lack and white sequence still photographs of the flow field in the

A vicinity of the towed model were obtained with a 35 mm double frame

Automax motion picture camera (Model G l-D). Quick-look photographs were

provided by a Graphic 4 x 5 press still camera equipped with a Graphic

Polaroid back. Lighting for both cameras was provided by two photoflood

lamps (R2) mounted on the carriage as shown in Figure 12. The lamps were

located on either side of the test model and aimed downward. The cameras

were also aimed directly down. Twenty inches below zhe glass bottom a

reflective surface (glossy white paint on plywood) extended the entire

length of the table. Light reflected from this surface allowed forSoblique back lighting of the model and water waves.. Light from the two

!amps absorbed by the water and traveling horizontally through the water

highlighted the waves. The photographs were used for determining the

degree of wake modification and for measuring displacements and angles in

the flow field.

Linear dimensions were obtained from the photographs ,sing a Benson-

"Lehner Corp. Continuous Trace Oscar Oscillogram Data Reducing System.

Displacements from a reference zero were digitized using a Benson-Lehner

Corp. Decimal Converter Model-F and tabulated using a Benson-Lehner Corp.

Electrotyper, Model C (IBM Typewriter). Angles were measured from the

photographs using a protractor.

6. PRECISION OF THE DATA

The precision of the velocity and water depth measurements were

estimated based on repeat calibrations and are listed below.

Water Depth Carriage Velocity Uniformity of Carriage Velocity

+0.0005 inch +0.10 inch/sec. +0.20 inch/sec.

* IThe uncertainty in measured Froude number was estimated based on

Equations (1) and (2) using the maximum uncertainties of water depth and
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carriage velocity in combination to produce the maximum uncertainty in H

for water depth of 0.1900 inches.

Measured M Uncertainty in M

1.5 +1.7%

5.0 +0.6%

Water depth and carriage velocity measurements were not made for

every run and a nominal depth and Froude number are given. The maximum

uncertainty of the nominal water depth is estimated based on the pre and

post test depth measurements taken. The maximum uncertainty of the

nominal Froude number is estimated based on the pre and post test velocity

and depth measurements taken and a calibration of uniformity of carriage

velocity over a number of runs.

Nominal Water Depth Nominal Froude Number

+0.005 inch +0.10

The precisions of the linear dimensions and angles were estimated

based on repeat calibrations and are listed below.

Lengths Angles

+0.01 inch +0.5 degree

7. TEST PROGRAM

a. Test Run Summary

The tests as performed can be grouped Into three general categories;

(1) preliminary tests,'(2) floN field interference studies, and (3) in-

fluencing par6meter Investigations. A listing of the test program is

given in Table II.

The preliminary tests served to establish the applicability of using
the water table for the study of wake modification. They were aiso used

to determine the degree of agreement between the experimental data and
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shallow water flow theory. This was helpful in selecting water depth,

Froude numbers, model size and angles, and test procedures to be used for

subsequent tests.

The flow field interference studies provided a visualization of the

flow field interactions that take place due to the presence of those flow

interferences identified during the review of the literature and supple-

mentary wind tunnel tests discussed in Section I1. Simulations on the

water table of base bleed, extraneous shock waves, forebody-trailing

body connectors, and disturbing bodies were accomplished.

The influencing parameter investigations established the effect of

Froude number, forebody shape and trailing body size and shape on wake

modification.

b. Test Procedure

Station 11 was chosen as the "test section" based on the depth dis-

tribution calibration of the facility. Starting a run at Station 2 pro-

vided 10 feet of nearly uniform water depth before reaching the test

section. The test section is that station where the camera shutters were

tripped and the static water depth measurements were made. A typical

test proceeded as follows:

1. The model was selected and fastened to the mounting sheet. Angle

of attack was adjusted to zero for all tests.

2. The water depth at the center of Station 11 was checked, adjusted,

and recorded. Water depth was not always checked before a run, but was

allowed to drop due to evaporation during a test series. Post test

series depth checks showed water depth decreases always less than 0.005

inch.

3. The required carriage velocity was then calculated based on the

actual or nominal water depth and the desired Froude number.
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4. Carriage velocity control was set for the desired Froude number
and carriage motion started for a trial run.

5. An oscillograph record was obtained and the velocity determined.
Trial runs were repeated until the correct velocity was achieved.

6. Camera shutters were cocked and the overhead lights were turned
off. The facility air conditioner was off for the tests to eliminate any

water waves due to air movement.

7. The carriage was set in motion and the carriage lights were turned

on.

8 The oscillograph was turned on at Station 7 and, along with the

carriage lights, turned off at Station 12.

9. The carriage was returned to Station 2.

10. Quick-look Polaroid film was removed, if obtained for a particular
test, and It, along with the oscillograph record, was labeled as required.

II. The model was prepared for the next run.

c. Data Gathered

Data gathered during the test program included; (1) the water depth,
(2) an oscillograph record of carriage motion - with a time base, (3)
sequence still photographs of each test, and (4) quick-look Polaroid
photographs of some tests.

The water depth and carriage velocity (as determined from the oscil-
lograph trace - see Section III, 5) determined the Froude number for each

test. Measurements from the photographs gave; (1) model and wave angles,
(2) model separation distances, (3) detachment and other distances, and
(4) wave shapes. Analysis of the photographs Indicated the degree of

wake modification and the type or nature of flow field interactions.
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SECTION IV

DISCUSSION OF TEST PROGRAM RESULTS

1. PRELIMINARY TESTS

a. Applicability of Water Table Tests to the Study of Wake

Modification

As discussed previously, numerous theoretical and experimental

studies have demonstrated the applicability of shallow water table tests

to the study of compressible gas flow phenomena. In addition, Heinrich

and Ibrahim (Reference 45) and Lau (Reference 46) have demonstrated the

usefulness of such tests for the study of the flow fields surrounding two
and three-dimensional primary and secondary body combinations in super-

sonic flow. Karpov (Reference 37) suggested that a shallow water table
be used to visually evaluate the character of the flow field in the

region between a leading and trailing body in supersonic flow. Because

of this background, the early preliminary tests Included tests with a

leading body and simulated decelerators at various trailing distances.

The flow field patterns observed on the water table were certainly
similar to those observed during wind tunnel tests and documented in the

literature. Figure 13 is presented to show this similarity. The

schlieren photographs were obtained during the wind tunnel tests reported

by Myers and Hahn In Reference 27. The forebody was Configuration 2 and

the trailing decelerator was a Parasonic type parachute, Configuration 1.

The water table shadowgraphs were obtained for a simulated parachute

model trailing a 5 degree 2 inch wedge. The wake trailing shock wave and

corresponding hydraulic Jump and decelerator bow shock wave and corre-
sponding hydraulic Jump are readily discernable at the larger trailing
distances. At the shortest trailing distances the wakes were obviously

modified.

In addition to the similarity between the wind tunnel and water table
flow field patterns, the water table tests Indicated the same relationship

between (X/D)crit and trailing body size as was found during the wind
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tunnel tests. It was concluded in Section I1, 3 that the critical trailing
distance increased with Increasing trailing body size. Figure 14 shows
that this same relationship was obtained during the preliminary shallow

water tow tests.

18

D d-
S14-
S•- -- X -- • . W

11
FREE-STREAM FROUDE NO. *2. 0
WATER DEPTH -0.255 INCHES

j WEDGE ANGLE, -*3 DEGREES
�__DINCH; W 1 INCH2

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

TRAILING BODY TO FOREBODY WIDTH RATIO, d/D

AS
Figure 14. Variation of Critical Trailing Distance with Trailing Body

Size for a Plate Trailing a Thin Wedge.

b. Experimental Considerations

Analysis of the results from the preliminary tests provided a basis

for selection of test parameters and procedures for subsequent tests.

Selected results obtained from these preliminary tests are tabulated In

Tables III and IV.

Selection of an "optimum" water depth was aided by analytical con-
siderations. The similarity between gas flow and shallow water flow was

easily recognized when the velocity of propagation of a water wave
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TABLE III

TEST RESULTS - HYDRAULIC JUMP ANGLES AND X
DISTANCES FOR SHARP WEDGE TEST MODELS 0

Nominal Nominal
Water Froude Water Proude
Depth Number 9 0 Xo/D Depth Number 6 • Xo/D

0.127 2.00 5 38.0 --- 0.242 2.00 5 33.0 0.33
,1 0.127 2.00 7.5 38.6 0.46 2.00 15 46.0 0.17

0.127 2.00 10 --- 1.95 15 40.6 0.57
0.100 2.10 15 50.7 --- 2.80 5 24.4 0.33
0.100 1.85 15' 57.2 --- 2.80 15 35.5 0.37

A 0.100 3.20 5 24.0 --- 2.80. 15* 39.3 0.62
0.127 3.10 7.5 26.5 0,66 4.05 5 18.2 0.53
0.127 3.10 10 29.0 0.67 4,10 15 29.0 0.90
0.100 3.20 15 35.3 --- 4.10 15' 29.0 0.97
0.100 3.20 15' 35.0

0.100 4.15 5 19.6 --- 0.300 2.00 5 32.2 0.20
0.127 4.30 7.5 20.5 --- 2.00 15 44.5 0.43
0.127 4.00 10 26.1 0.85 2.00 15' 48.2 0.48
0.100 4.15 15 29.2 --- 3.00 5 22.4 0.37
0.100 4.10 15' 30.1 --- 3.00 15 32.2 0.53

3.00 15' 33.0 0.66
0.150 2.00 5 37.2 0.43 4.10 5 17.9 0.50

2.00 15 48.5 0.53 4.10 15 26.5 1.00
1.95 15' 51.1 0.60 4.10 15* 28.0 1.10
2.95 5 24.4 0.45
3.00 15 35.1 0.70 0.372 1.95 5 31.3 0.15
2.95 15' 35.8 0.59 2.00 15 42.7 0.30
3.90 5 19.1 0.30 1.95 15' 44.1 0.38
3.90 15 27.9 0.66 3.05 5 21.8 0.43
3.90 15' 30.4 --- 3.05 15 31.5 0.73
4.40 5 16.9 0.53 3.05 15' 32.5 0.71

f,; 4.35 15 25.8 0.73 4.00 5 17.6 0.73
4.40 15' 30.0 --- 4.05 15 25.1 1.63

4.05 15' 27.5 1.14
"0.200 2.00 5 34.7 0.26

1.90 7.5 37.3 0.18 0.440 1.95 5 28.7 0.17
1.90 10 41.5 0.24 1.95 15 43.6 0.41
1.95 15 44.9 0.48 1.95 15' 43.5 0.33

S2.00 15* 49.0 0.66 3.00 5 20.4 0.50
3.05 5 22.9 0.33 3.00 15 31.2 0.93
2.90 7.5 25.3 0.24 3.00 15* 31.5 0.67
2.90 10 30.1 0.47 4.00 5 16.8 O.R3
3.05 15 34.8 0.33 4.00 15 24.4 1.93
3.05 15' 35.9 0.66 4.00 15' 27.2 1.14
3.95 5 18.7 0.57
4.00 7.5 21.8 ---
4.00 10 25.2 0.49 Notes:

,3.90 15 30.4 0.70 (1) D -2 inches except for
3.95 15' 30.4 0.94 A - 15' which has D - 4

inches.
(2) Depth in inches; anqles

. N -- in dctcrees
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TABLE IV

TEST RESULTS - HYDRAULIC JUMP STANDOFF DISTANCES
FOR CIRCULAR CYLINDER TEST MODELS

D Froude D Froude
(Inches) Number t/D (Inches) Number T/D

1 1.80 1.71 4 1.70 ---
1.90 1.57 1.80 1.12
2.60 0.50 2.60 0.78
3.00 0.39 3.00 0.75
3.55 0.26 3.50 0.43
4.20 4.10 0.43

2 1.80 1.45 5 1.75 1.22
1.90 --- 1.75 1.08
2.65 0.76 2.55 0.54
3.00 --- 2.85 0.57
3.55 0.50 3.50 0.46
4.10 0.24 4.05 0.46

3 1.75 1.23 6 1.75 1.11
1.90 --- 1.90 1.02
2.60 0.73 2.55 0.59
2.90 0.45 2.85 0.50
3.50 0.34 3.45 0.46
4.15 0.41 4.00 0.39
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(Equation I, Section III, 1) was introduced into the basic equations for

shallow water flow. This wave velocity, c, was defined as:

c --- 9 i= ) (1')

and is analogous to the speed of sound or disturbance propagation velocity

through a compressible gas. That is:

G-( P (13)

In accordance with Lamb (Reference 47) the above velocities are not

constant functions of the independent parameters; especially when waves

of finite amplitude are considered. For finite amplitude water waves

Lamb showed that the wave velocity, c, is a function of water and air

density, surface tension, water depth, and wave length even when vertical

accelerations can be neglected. However, Laitone (Reference 48) and
Gupta (Reference 49) showed that Equation 1 is accurate within 1 percent

for waves of wave length greater than 1 inch at a water depth of 0.19
inches. Waves of wave length less than I inch are capillary ripples not

accounted for in the analogy.

The effects of water depth on (1) hydraulic jump angle, (2) wake

convergence point location, and (3) critical trailing distance are shown

in Figures 15, 16, and 17. The wake convergence point is that juncture

at the wake centerline of two readily observable water waves immediately

downstream of the forebody. This point does not necessarily coincide

with the wake stagnation point nor the wake sonic point which are much

more difficult to locate. Figure 15 Indicates that the shallow water

flow theory agrees best with the experimental hydraulic jump angle data

obtained at a water depth of 0.20 inches. While wake convergence point

location changes wi.th water depth as shown in Figures 16 and 17, no de-

finite relationship is Indicated. Figure 17 shows that the critical

trailing distance also changes slightly with changing water depth.
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Based on both the experimental results and the theoretical consid-

erztions, a water depth of 0.190 inches was chosen to be used for all

subsequent tests.

The experimental results from the above and other preliminary tests

show that flow characteristics are influenced by model geometry. Figure

16 shows that the nondimensional ratio X 0D was different for different

size wedges at most Froude numbers and water depths tested. However, the

hydraulic jump angles were almost the same for both size wedges; Table

III. Figure IS shows a large variation in hydraulic jump detachment or

standoff distance with circular cylinder diameter. Based on Campbell's

theory for predicting the detached shock location (Reference 50) it was

expected that the data should group around the curve shown in Figure 18.

According to Campbell, the shock standoff distance 'or any body is

uniquely dependent on the inverse square of the density ratio across a

normal shock. If this theory holds with application of the gas-hydraulic

analogy, then the hydraulic jump standoff distance. would be a function of

the inverse square of the depth ratio across a normal hydraulic jump.

The standoff distance data is plotted in Figure 19 as a function of this

variable as determined from Equation (7, There appears to be a general

grouping of the data about the straight line drawn In the figure. How-

ever, there is appreciable scatter and no one diameter Is closest to the

iine at all croude numbers (depth ratios).

In view of the above considerations, the model forebody chosen for

the majority of the Flow Field Interference Studies and Influencing

Parameter Investigations, Sections IV, 2 and 3, was the 5 degree 2 inch

sharp wedge. This model produced bow hytraulic jump angles that agreed

well with shallow water theory and the %ke convergent point location

was fairly constant with Froude number. As the photographs show in

Figure 20, although the capillary ripples were more pronounced ahead of

the bow wave of the 5 degree wedge, there was less cresting and flow

turbulence behind this wave at the higher Froude numbers compared to that

behind the bow wave of the 15 degree wedge.
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With the simulated parachute in the wake of the 5 degree 2 inch sharp

wedge, water "cresting over" and turbulence behind the parachute oow wave

occurred at Froude numbers of 3 and above. Water wave heights and hence

wave photographic definitions decreased with decreasing Froude number.

The wake neck region lost almost all of its definition at Froude number

2 and below. For these reasons, the Froude number selected for most of

the subsequent tests was 2.5.

2. FLOW FIELD INTERFERENCE STUDIES

a. Shock Impingement

It was postulated in Section li, 2, c, Model Supports, that a non-

reflected oblique shock wave, which may originate at the intersection of

a support strut leading edge and the wind tunnel wall boundary layer,

could alter the forebody wake and affect its modification by a trailing

decelerator. This possibility was investigated during these shallow

water tests.

A sharp wedge, either 5 or 15 degree deflection angle, was placed

ahead of and to the side of the 5 degree 2 inch wedge forebody and a

trailing 4 inch diameter simulated parachute, as shown in Figure 21.

Using the two wedges and testing at Froude numbers of 2, 3, and 4,

oblique hydraulic jumps of various strengths were generated. The wedges

were positioned to allow for Jump impingement at any desl!-ed location

from the nose of the forebody to the base of the parachute.

Figure 22 presents shadowgraphs from selected tests showing the

effect on flow field patterns due to impingement of the oblique hydraulic

jumps. Jump impingement on the leading body did not produce significant

wake flow changes; however, the wake appeared to move off the centerline

for most tests. At times the jump would separate the leading body

boundary layer and move forward to the nose. Jump impingement in the

near wake and parachute bow wave regions produced significant changes

in the wake flow patterns. The wake and parachute bow hydraulic jump

moved off the centerline and the parachute bow wave detachment distance
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increased slightly. FLgure 23 shows that the critical trailing distance

increased with the presence and the strength of the impinging hydraulic

jump at a given Froude number.

70 00 -HYDRAULIC

7.0 D -JUMPEFROM50AWEDG

' -JUMP FROM 150 WEDGE

6.0 •A -WITH FLOW SPLITEr-

•." NO JUMP IMPINGE NENT

05.0
-J< P

.02.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

FREE-STREAM FROUDE NUMBER, M5

Figure 23. Variation of Critical Trailing Distance With Free-Stream

Froude Number for Various Strength Impinging Hydraulic
Jumps and for a Flow Splitter
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b. Flow Splitter

Figure 23 also Insludes data points showing the increase in (X/D)crlt

due to the addition of a flow splitter. The splitter was a 1/16 inch

acrylic plastic sheet 2 inches high placed between the 5 degree 2 inch

wedge forebody and the trailing 4 inch diameter simulated parachute. It

divided the wake flow at the centerline from the forebody base downstream

to the parachute inlet. This splitter was to simulate the riser sus-

pension line system discussed in Section II, 2, c, Body Connectors, which

was suspected to Influence wake modification. As can be seen in Figure

24, (X/D)crit was increased due to the increase in parachute bow wave

detachment distance that takes place when the bow wave interacts with

and separates the boundary layer on the flow splitter.

c. Disturbing Body

In Section II, 2, c it was noted that the confluence point of the

suspension lines of a parachute type decelerator results in a concen-

trated mass that can be considered as a disturbing body between the

parachute and the forebody base. This disturbing body was simulated on

the water table by circular cylindrical rods, 1/4 and 3/8 inches in

diameter. They were Inserted into the wake region between a 5 degree 2

inch wedge and a trailing 4 inch diameter simulated parachute.

With the parachute at large trailing distances, the insertion of the

rods anywhere in the wake region caused little change in the flow

pattern. When the rods were placed at short downstream positions from

the wake convergence point, bow hydraulic Jumps were generated that

quickly coalesced with the trailing hydraulic jumps. Only when the para-

chute bow hydraulic jump was located just downstream of the wake con-

vergence point and the rods were Inserted at the centerline location of

the bow hydraulic Jump was there a significant flow field alteration.

Insertion of the rods at this location caused the parachute bow hydraulic

Jump to move upstream and appreciably modify the forebody wake.
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f d. Base Bleed

!n Section II, 2, c, it was alsu coriý!-k-d tI'L base blae'i couid in-

crease the critical trailing distance. This was also found to be the

case during the water table investigations. Figure 25 presents the re-

sults obtained. The location of the wake convergence point moved down-

stream as the amount of base bleed increased. With a 4 inch diameter

i=.=3.7 50 BLEEDLI N
,- X n

WITH THE SIMULATED PARACHUTE

TRAILING AT XID 4.25:I' ! CLOSED SYMBOLS -CLOSED WAKE
OPEN SYMBOLS- OPEN WAKE

2.0Xo •

1.0 0.0625 0,125 0.1875 0.250] DIAMETER OF' BLEED LINE (INCHES)

Figure 25. Variation of Wake Trailing Hydraulic Jumps Convergence Point
Location With Bleed Line Diameter
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simulated parachute trailing the 5 degree 2 inch wedge at 4.25 calibers,

the wake was closed for bleed line diameters of 0.125 inch and below.

The• wake was highly modified for bleed line diameters of 0.1875 inch

and above.

•leed was.provided by injecting water 1/2 inc" from &a water surface
through •s• tc exr-d tuAing nich was taped to the base of the

forebody. This arrangement aiiowed thE water -o flow directly downward

as it exited the tubing. A head of approximately one foot of water

provided a smooth flow of water without splashing for all line diameters.

3. INFLUENCING PARAMETER INVESTIGATIONS

a. Froude Number and Trailing Body Size

A number of shallow water tow tests were performed with the 5 derae

2 inch wedge and trailing simulated parachutes to investigate the effects

of Froude number and parachute size on critical trailing distance. The

results from these tests are tabulated in Table V and presented in

Figures 26 and 27.

Figure 26 shows that critical trailing distance was insensitive to

Froude number for Froude numbers from 3 to 5, regardless of trailing

body size. For Froude numbers below 3, (X/D)crlt increased slightly

with decreasing Frouds number. The critical trailing distance increased

significantly with increasing diameter of the simulated parachute.

The relationship between (X/D)crlt and trailing body size is in-

dicated in Figure 27. The critical trailing distance Increased rapidly

with increasing d/D for small parichute diameters. As d/D became large,

(X/D)crit appeared to level off; this was most apparent at the higher

Froude numbers.
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TABLE V

TEST RESULTS - FROUDE NUMBER AND TRAILING
BODY SIZE INVESTIGATIONS

Nominal a Nominal a
Froude Froude X Proude Froude X

Number d/D Number (W crit Number d/D Number ( crit

1.5 1.0 1.40 3.38 3.0 1.5 3.03 3.19
1.5 1.43 5.31 2.0 3.00 3.88
2.0 1.40 5.78 2.5 3.13 4.63

2.0 1.27 5.38 3.0 3.08 5.13

2.5 1.43 6.75 3.0 2.98 5.38
3.0 1.43 4.0 3.10 6.13
4.0 -

4.0 I 2.98 6.13

4.0I 3.05 6.38

2.0 1.0 1.95 2.75
1.5 1.98 3.48 3.5 2.0 3.58 3.88

2.0 2.05 4.25
2.0 2.05 4.42 4.0 1.0 4.10 2.13

2.5 2.05 5.13 5 4.20 3.13
3.0 1.95 5.88 2.0 4.00 3.98
4.0 2.00 7.13 2.5 4.15 4.56
3 53.0 3.95 5.38

2.5 1.0 2.50 2.F3 4.0 4.03 6.56

1.0 2.45 2.38 4.0 4.33 6.38
, 1.5 2.55 3.38

2.0 2.55 4.13 4.3 2.0 4.65 3.88
2.0 2.43 4.13
2.5 2.55 4.88 5.0 1.0 5.00 6.38

3.0 2.50 5.44 1.5 5.00 3.25
4.0 2.50 6.38 2.0 4.98 4.06

.2.5 4.95 4.88
3.0 1.0 3.10 2.13 2.5 4.95 4.88

1.0 3.10 2.19 3.0 4.95 5.38
1.5 3.03 3.38 4.0 4.88 6.38

4.0 4.80 6.45

Forebody for all tests was 5 degree 2 inch sharp wedge.
Trailing body for all tests was simulated parachute.
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b. Trailing Body Size and Shape

Various size% of wedges, plates, cylinders, and balloon type models

were tested in free-stream and in the wake of the 5 degree 2 inch wedge
forebody at a Froude number of 2.5 to Investigate the effects of trailing

body size and shape on critical trailing distance. The results from

these tests, along with the data from the tests using the simulated par-
achute as the trailing body, are tabulated in Table VI and presented in

Figure 28.

Figure 28 shows the same general relationship between (X/D)crit and

d/D as was pointed out in the previous section. That is, (X/D)crit

Increased rapidly with increasing d/D for small values of d/D and leveled

off as d/D became large. However, the type or shape of the trailing

body also significantly affected the critical trailing distance. For

example, the greater the wedge deflection angle, the greater the critical

trailing distance. This would indicate that (X/D)crit increased with

trailing body bluntness. One measure of body bluntness can be obtained

P from the magnitude of the body's shock standoff distance when Immersed In

a supersonic free-stream. Generally, the greater the shock standoff

distance, the blunter the body. That this was the c : for the shallow

water tow models can be seen In Table Vi. The blunter the wedge, the

greater the hydraulic Jump standoff distance, t r In addition, the

trailing bodies that produced the largest critical trailing distances,
for a given trarling body size, exhibited the largest nondimensional

Jump standoff distance, r /d.

An attempt was made to find an explicit relationship Involving

critical trailing distance, hydraulic Jump standoff distance ( r /d) and

trailing body size (d/D) for these particular tests. The difference

between (X/D)crit and the product of r /d and d/D was labeled phi, 4 ,

and plotted as a function of the width ratio d/D as shown In Figure 29.

Values for the expression 0 were found to group around the curve shown

in Figure 29 regardless of trailing body type. Functions, representing

various fits of the data, were expressed In terms of a number of power
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series. A second degree polynomial gave a reasonable approximation. The

critical trailing distance was then expressed as:

(X/D)* crit~i- 18. 017 1) (14)
d D D D

Values for the critical trailing distance using Equation 14 are

tabulated in Table VI and plotted in Figure 30 as a function of the

experimental (X/D)crit values to show the degree of agreement between the

two. The empirical relationship provides an excellent approximation of

I the critical trailing distance for the forebody and trailing bodies

tested at a nominal Froude number of 2.5

c. Forebody Shape

A 4 inch simulated parachute was tested in the wake of a number of

forebodies at a free-stream Froude number of 2.5 to investigate the

effect of forebody shape on critical trailing distance. The results from

these tests are tabulated in Table VII.

It is noted that (X/D)crit ranged from 3.59 to 4.53, a change of

only I caliber for all forebodies tested. Changing the shape of the

forebody, then, did not significantly change the critical trailing

distance. It does appear that (X/D)crit decreased as the nose of the

15 degree sharp wedge became more blunt. When the bases of the 15, 30,

and 60 degree sharp wedges were extended rearward, by the addition of

4 inch long plates, the critical trailing distances increased for all

wedge deflection angles.

Also measured were the distances from the forebody base to the wake

convergence points; X values. These values were nondimensionalized and
0

included in Table VII. When these values were subtracted from the (X/D)

crit values, the effect of forebody shape became a little more apparent.

Fig,-re 31 presents plots of (X/D)crit-X /D as a function of wedge de-

fiection angle for sharp and blunt wedges with and without afterbodies
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TABLE VII

TEST RESULTS - FOREBODY SHAPE INVESTIGATIONS

aForebody Design X0  X =it
Classification Variables D D c (�)c D

Sharp Wedge 6 = 60 0.87 3.90 3.03
"6 = 45 0.79 3.80 3.01
"6 = 30 0.51 3.59 3.08
"6 = 15 0.58 4.14 3.56

" " 6 = 10 0.64 4.20 3.56
6 = 7.5 0.59 4.08 3.49

"6 = 5 0.40 4.13 3.73

Blunted Wedge R - 1/8 0.60 3.97 3.37
R = 3/8 0.67 4.05 3.38
R = 3/4 0.80 3.88 3.08

Half Cylinder --- 0.50 3.81 3.31

Wedge-Plate 6=15; L=4 0.55 4.53 3.98S" 6=30; L=4 0.60 4.19 3.59
6-60; L-4 0.50 4.30 3.80

Blunted Wedge-Plate R-1/8; L-4 0.60 4.35 3.75" U R=3/8; L-4 0.50 4.41 3,91
"" R3/4; L-4 0.50 4.33 3.83

Half Cylinder-Plate L=4 0.55 4.32 3.77

Wedge-Plate-Flare 6-10;L-4;6-0 0.52 4.33 3.81
"(1) 6810;L-4;6-5 0.79 4.43 3.64"(2) 6=10;L-4;6-15 0.70 4.17 3.47"" U (3) 6-10;L-4;6-25 1.14 4.01 2.87

Circular Cylinder --- 0 3.94 3.94
Apollo --- 0 3.75 3.75

Mercury - Gemini --- 0.1.5 4.10 3.95
Skirted Blunt Body --- 0.82 3.96 3.14

Ogive-Plate R - 2 0.82 4.24 3.42
"" R - 8 0,.90 4.34 3.44

Plate L - 1 0.85 4.46 3.61
" L a 4 0.52 4.28 3.76

L - 8 0.60 4.34 3.74
aPorebody base width, D, was 2 inches and 'he trailing body was
the 4 inch simulated parachute for a-1 fasts except when flare
was used. (Refer to TABLE I)

(1) Trailing body was 5 inch simulated parachute.
(2) Trailing body was 6 inch simulated parachute.
(3) Trailing body was 8 inch simulated parachute.
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(plates). For simplicity, the difference (X/D)crit-X /D will be called
0

the modified critical trailing distance.

From the figure, it can be seen that sharp wedges with deflection

angles of 30 degrees and greater produced shorter modified critical

trailing distances than wedges with angles of 15 degrees and less. When

the 15 degree sharp wedge was blunted, the modified critical trailing

distance decreased. For all these wedges and for a half cylinder, when

a 4 inch plate was added to the base, the modified critical trailing

distance increased. From Figure 32 it Is seen that the modified critical

trailing distance decreased with increasing flare angle for a sharp

wedge-plate-flare forebody.

These results show that the modified critical trailing distance was

slightly increased as forebody bluntness was decreased. This was true

for forebody bluntness decreases due to:

1. Increasing the forebody length

2. decreasing base flare angle

3. decreasing nose radius

4. decreasing wedge deflection angle
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SECTION V

MECHANISM FOR WAKE MODIFICATION

1. SHALLOW WATER FLOW

The applicability of the gas-hydraulic analogy to the study of wake

modification by trailing bodies has been established through comparison

of water table and wind tunnel test results. Flow field patterns and
relationships between critical trailing distances and influencing param-

eters, similar to those observed in compressible gas flow, were found

during the tests on the shallow water tow table. A detailed study of the
shallow water tests, then, should aid in obtaining a description of the

mechanisms governing wake modification for two and three-dimensional

bodies immersed in supersonic compressible gas flow.

The processes involved with the modification of forebody wakes by

trailing bodies towed through shallow water can best be observed using

shadowgraphs obtained from a series of tests at shorter and shorter

trailing distances. Figure 33 presents shadowgraphs from such a series.
All tests were performed at a free-stream Froude number Of 2.5 with a

5 degree 2 Inch wedge forebody and a 4 inch diameter simulated parachute

trailing body. The flow patterns and processes involved are typical of

those observed for the other Froude numbers and forebody-tralling body

combinations tested. Figure 34 presents sketches of the water flow

patterns for closed, modified and open wakes; and the nomenclature in-

troduced in these sketches will be used in the description of the process

of waite modification.,

The top photograph of Figure 33 is assembled from two shadowgraphs

taken in free-stream. The forebody and trailing body were tested

separately and the Images joined in relative position for comparison

purposes.
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The flow field about the forebody and trailing body at a large

trailing distance shows a strong resemblance to those patterns found in

free-stream. in both cases, an attached bow hydraulic jump formed ahead

of the leading body, the water depth decreased as it turned around the

base and converged toward the wake centerline, and a trailing hydraulic

jump formad downstream of the wake conveegence point. A detached bow

hydra-0ic jump formed ahead of the trailing body in both free-stream and
*• ~in the wake at X/D = 8.0. At an X/D of 4.3 the flow characteristics were

essectially the same, except that large portions of the wake hydraulic

jizup and :te trailing by. bow hy•draulic jLMP had coalesced at locations

-ay f-oA tcu wake centerline. Although no n-asurements were made. it

wa reidi -y eagarent th~at the water depth behind the bcw hydrzt-l ic jump

0of t-e trai i ng body was greater than the tater dzetih in the orebady

base flow regic,:. At an XID of 4.2 there was only ane oblique hydraulic

jump in the wake and it was not closed across the centerline. At xhis

trailing distance, water flowed upstream from the region immediately

ahead of the trailing body to the forebody base flow region. In addition,

'the wake convergence angle was less than that at the larger trailing

distances. At an X/D of 4.0 the wake convergence angle was almost zero,

the water depth in the separated flow regions between the two bodies was

greater than the base flow region depth at the larger trailing distance,

and the trailing hydraulic jump originated near the forebody base. At

K., a trailing distance c~f 3.0 calibers the wake convergence angle was

negative (the wake diverged), an oblique hydraulic jump formed ahead of

the divergence, and only one separated flow region was distinguishable

in the area between the two bodies.

Flow differences as described above for shorter and shorter trailing

distances can be said to represent changes that would occur during the

modification of a closed wake into an open wake. 0," course, the shadow-

graphs could be studied in reverse order; that is, as trailing distance

increases. This would show that; (1) the single separation region

between the two bodies divides Into a separated wake region (base flow

region) and a separated recompressiL-n (depth increasing) region, (2) the

flow over the base of the forebody changes from a compression into an

expansion and converges toward the wake centerline, and (3) the oblique
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hydraulic jump off the divergence moves downstream and separates into a

wake trailing hydraulic jump and a closed trailing body bow hydraulic

jump that blocks flow into the base flow region from the separated re-

compression region ahead of the trailing body. These flow changes, then,

would represent the process for the reconstruction of a closed wake from

an open wake.

Returnin§ to the case of decreasing trailing distance, wake mod-

ification was shcwn to begin at that trailing distance where the bow

hiydraul;c juap of the trailing body was located near the wake convergence

point. in this position, the bow hydraulic jump coalesced with the wake

trailing hydraulic jum and opened across the wake centerline (no jump

in water depth). Vater floixed upstrea-a into the base flow region raising

its depth ane decreasing the wake convergence angle.

Application of the gas-hydraulic analogy to the above process implies

that wake modification in compressible gas flow would begin at that

trailing distance where the bow shock of the trailing body becomes located

near the sonic point in the wake. At that point, supersonic wake center-

line velocities would be eliminated, allowing gas flow into the base

re,;ion from the higher pressure region ahead of the trailing body. This

quuld raise the pressure level in the base flow region and decrease the

wake convergence angle.

2. COMPRESSIBLE GAS FLOW

That the above is an accurate description of the process for wake

modification for two and three-dimensional bodies in compressible gas

flow is supported In the literature. Charwat et al (Reference 51)

postulated that modification Qf the wake of a wedge by a trailing cir-

cular cylinder was similar to flow field modifications In a rectangular

cutout in the boundary of a flat plate. The separated wake region of the

backward facing step In the cutout Is modified by the separated recom-

pressIon region ahead of the forward facing step of the cutout. He

presented experimental evidence that showed that wake modification in the

cutout began at that separation distance where the point of convergence
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of the separated wake region coincided with the point of separation of the

the recompression region. At this critical separation distance the wake

trailing shock and the shock ahead of the separated recompression region
became one recompression shock wave in the cutout. Using schlieren
photographs and pressure measurements, Charwat showed that not only were

the separated wake regions similar for the backward facing step and the

wedge, but that the flow behind the bow shock of the cylinder contained

a vortical structure characteristic of the separated recompression region
ahead of the forward facing step in the cutout.

That Charwat's postulation is a reasonable explanation of the process
of wake iodification for three-dimensional bodies is supported by the
analytical calculations performed by Karpov (Reference 37). Karpov took

mixing flow theories, of the type given by Crocco and Lees in Reference

21 which are used for analyses of separated wake and recompression

regions, and applied them to the study of the flow field between two
closely coupled axisymmetric bodies. By analytically separating the two

bodies, Karpov determined the distance between the bodies required to

reconstruct a supersonic wake from a modified one and showed excellent
agreement with critical trailing distance as determined by experiments.

Basically, Karpov's method establishes the equilibrium position of

the wake convergence angle for a given separation distance. This is done

through a mass flux balance between the flow that enters the separation
(recirculation) region at the place where the flow converges on the

trailing body and the flow that leaves the separation region over the

entire length of the separation region. As trailing distance is allowed

to Increase, the mass flux into the separation region is insufficient to

compensate for the mass flux out and the wake convergence angle must be
increased to compensate. In his calculations, this process is allowed to

continue until the flow converges on the centerline and a wake trailing

shock wave forms. The trailing distance where this occurs is, then, the

critical trailing distance.
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3. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CRITICAL TRAILING DISTANCE AND THE
INFLUENCING PARAMETERS

Wake modification has been shown to be governed by the process of the

joining of two separated flow regions; the downstream region being at a

higher pressure level than the upstream region. Wake reconstruction has

been shown to be governed by the process of the dividing of a single

separated flow region into two separated flow regions of different pres-

sure levels; the two regions being isolated when the flow becomes super-

sonic on the centerline. Wake modification is effected by the convergence

of two separated bodies and wake reconstruction is effected by t!he sep-

aration of two closely coupled bodies. The separation distance of the

two bodies where modification or reconstruction occurs is the critical

trailing distance. The observed trends and relationships between the

critical trailing distance and the influencing parameters are in agree-

ment with those implied by the above descriptions for the mechanisms for

wake modification and reconstruction.

Critical trailing distance was shown to be dependent upon direction

of trailing body traverse, if any. Upstream traverses (wake modifications)

gave shorter critical trailing distances than downstream traverses (wake

reconstructions). As Karpov pointed out In Reference 37, this is to be

expected based on the differences between the governing mechanisms, That

is, for wake reconstruction his calcuiations established a critical

trailing distance when the condition of balance of the discharges was

provided and a wake trailing shock and a "head wave In front of the

second body" formed. From this point, wake modification would not begin

until the second body Is moved upstream and its head wave approaches so

close to the wake trailing shock that the pressure in the base flow

region increases.

Based upon the mechanism describing wake reconstruction, (X/D)crit

would be larger for smaller Initial wake convergence angles. The shallow

water tow tests showed that (X/D)crit increased and wake convergence

angle decreased with Increasing base bleed. Wake convergence angle is

related to forebody base pressure by the Prandtl-Meyer expansion over the
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forebody base. Charwat, in Reference 51, presented a compilation of data

that showed first an increase, then decrease and finally a leveling off

of base pressure as the Reynolds number of the approach flow increased.
(X/D)crit was shown to have this same relationship with Reynolds number.

Based upon the mechanism describing wake modification, (X/D)crit
would be larger for larger trailing body bow shock wave detachment dis-

tances. That is, for two bodies located at the same trailing distance,

the one with the greater shock detachment distance, r , would have the
greater critical trailing distance. The shallow water tow tests showed

that both (X/D)crit and r increased with increasing trailing body size

and bluntness and with the presence of a flow splitter, disturbing body

or an Impinging oblique hydraulic Jump. Roberts (Reference 12) indicated

an increase in (X/D)crit with decreasing trailing body porosity and

Heinrich (Reference 52) showed that r also increased with decreasing

porosity of rigid ribbon parachute models.
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f SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this analytical and experimental investigation, the

mechanism for the process of modification of conventional supersonic

wakes by trailing aerodynamic decelerators has been established and the

parameters that influence wake modification have been identified.

Wake modification begins when the bow shock wave of the trailing

decelerator becomes located at the wake sonic point. At this critical

trailing distance, supersonic wake centerline velocities are eliminated

and gas flows upstream Into the forebody base region from the higher

pressure region aiiead of the decelerator. The critical trailing distance,

was shown to Increase with; (1) Increasing base bleed, (2) increasing

trailing body size and bluntness, (3) decreasing trailing body porosity,

(4) decreasing forebody bluntness and (5) the addition of forebody

supports and forebody-decelerator connectors. Critical trailing distance

first increases, then decreases and finally levels off as Reynolds number

Increases over three orders of magnitude. No definite relationship

between Mach number and critical trailing distance has been established.

Testing on the shallow water tow table, with application of the

gas-hydraulic analogy, proved to be a simple and reliable method for the

qualitative study of the flow fields between leading and trailing bodies.

Details of tha process of wake modification by trailing decelerators

were readily observable on the water table. Flow field patterns and

relationships between critical trailing distances and influencing pa-

rameters, similar to those ottained from wind tunnel tests, were found

during tests on the shallow water tow table.

Results from the shallow water tow tests were used to establish the

following relationship between the nondimensional variables of critical
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trailing distance, hydraulic jump standoff distance ( /d) and trailing

body size (dID):

(X/D)*crit=- + 1.285 d 0.12?75 (14)

Based on the demonstrated applicability of the shallow water tow table
to the study of wake modification, It is postulated that a similar re-
lationship txists for wake modification in compressible gas flow.

The literature search and supplementary wind tunnel tests showed that
forebody wakes can be modified by trailing decelerators at trailing
distances as large as 12 calibers and that decelerator performan:e is
greatly influenced by the degree of wake modification. The results from
this investigation combined with those in the References can be used to
give a reasonable approximation of the degree of wake modification, if

any, for a particular forebody-decelerator combination.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

Analyses of the type presented by Karpov In Reference 37 should be
expanded to aid in the determination of surface pressures on the front
face of decelerators operating in modified wakes. Decelerators that
operate satisfactorily In modified wakes include the flexible portion of
the Supersonic Guide Surface parachute (Reference 2) and parachutes
employing the principle of supersonic aerodynamic reefing (Reference 53).
Since base bleed has been shown to Influence wake modification, it can
be used as a means to effect aerodynamic reefing of trailing decelerators.

Now that the process of wake modification by trailing decelerators
has been described, the Influencing parameters identified, and general

trends and relationships between the critical trailing distance and the
Influencing parameters established, additional investigations should be

conducted to obtain explicit quantitative relationships. Further, the
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analytical methods for the description of the flow fields about forebody-

decelerator combinations, such as those presented in References 5 and 6,

should be expanded to include modified wake flow field analyses of the

type presented by Karpov.
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